Introducing the MI-Series Machine

Cath-Punch’s proprietary Flow Thru™ Hollow Drills also reign supreme in our new MI-Series pneumatic machine with manual indexing.

Enjoy the primary benefits of our premier Cath-Punch catheter hole drilling equipment, but in a lower-cost manual tabletop machine. We custom build each machine to your application’s specifications. Thread the mandrel, manually depress the lid and the hole-making process begins. Cores are evacuated and isolated as seen above. Set it up for one application, but quick drill changes and easy swap tooling allow for operators to swiftly move to another.

Cath-Punch Commitment

Our machines are backed by our commitment to do more than just sell you a high-quality machine – we provide superior service that will help your business succeed. We offer engineering solutions to help meet your requirements so that your manufacturing line is as efficient, reliable, and repeatable as possible.

Contact us for a quote!

435-275-2868
solutions@cathpunch.com
www.cathpunch.com
Cath-Punch, LLC
4012 South River Road, Suite 4B, St. George, UT 84790

Benefits:

- Cores are cut and captured inside the drill bit & evacuated to a filter
- Clean holes:
  - drill is sharpened to high standards
  - extremely sharp cutting edge
- Long drill life:
  - wear resistant 440C stainless steel
  - TiN coating
  - high concentricity
- Quick drill & tooling change
- Modular capable tooling bar
- Broad range of catheter applications
- Low operating cost
- Fully enclosing safety guard
- Small footprint – tabletop